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Abstract

Text detoxification has the potential to miti-001
gate the harms of toxicity by rephrasing text to002
remove offensive meaning, but subtle toxicity003
remains challenging to tackle. We introduce004
MARCO, a detoxification algorithm that com-005
bines controllable generation and text rewriting006
methods using a Product of Experts with au-007
toencoder language models (LMs). MARCO008
uses likelihoods under a non-toxic LM (expert)009
and a toxic LM (anti-expert) to find candidate010
words to mask and potentially replace. We011
evaluate our method on several subtle toxicity012
and microaggressions datasets, and show that013
it not only outperforms baselines on automatic014
metrics, but MARCO’s rewrites are preferred015
2.1× more in human evaluation. Its applicabil-016
ity to instances of subtle toxicity is especially017
promising, demonstrating a path forward for018
addressing increasingly elusive online hate.019

1 Introduction020

Toxic, offensive, hateful, or biased language is in-021

creasingly prevalent and can cause online and of-022

fline harms, especially to minority groups (Thomas023

et al., 2021; OHCHR, 2021). This is challenging024

for NLP systems to detect and account for when025

biases are subtle or without explicit toxic keywords026

(Hartvigsen et al., 2022; Han and Tsvetkov, 2020;027

Vidgen et al., 2021). For example, the statement028

"You’ll be fine! Just talk like a white person" con-029

veys the biased implication that non-white dialects030

are not conducive to success (Figure 1), which is a031

harmful racial stereotype (Nadal et al., 2014).032

Text detoxification, i.e., rewriting text to be less033

toxic while preserving non-toxic meaning, provides034

a promising solution by suggesting alternative ways035

of expressing similar ideas with less biased impli-036

cations (Nogueira dos Santos et al., 2018). For037

example, the rewrite “You’ll be fine! Just talk like038

a good person" eliminates the racial bias from the039

original statement while preserving the non-toxic040
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Figure 1: A demonstration of the MARCO algorithm,
which utilizes a base language model (LM) and a fine-
tuned toxic and non-toxic LM to rewrite toxic text. We
start with toxic text, identify potentially toxic tokens via
disagreement of the toxic and non-toxic LMs, and fi-
nally generate a non-toxic rewrite using the base model
steered by the toxic and non-toxic LM.

meaning (Figure 1). Such methods have the poten- 041

tial to improve the quality of online conversations 042

(e.g., through machine-in-the-loop interfaces; Ho- 043

henstein et al., 2021; Clark et al., 2018). 044

We present MARCO,1 a new, unsupervised algo- 045

rithm for text detoxification that combines mask- 046

and-replace text denoising with controllable text 047

generation using a Product of Experts (PoE) (PoE, 048

DEXPERTS; Hinton, 2002; Liu et al., 2021). 049

1Mask and Replace with Context
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MARCO jointly uses an expert and an anti-050

expert, a pair of language models (LM) fine-tuned051

on a non-toxic and toxic corpus respectively, to052

identify which tokens most likely contribute to the053

overall toxicity, and then suggest replacements that054

lower toxicity. Using LMs to capture toxicity al-055

lows MARCO to rewrite much subtler toxic text056

compared to previous work that uses toxicity clas-057

sifiers or toxic word lists (Dale et al., 2021).058

We apply MARCO to three datasets focused on059

subtly toxic statements, such as microaggressions.060

Our method outperforms state-of-the-art detoxifi-061

cation baselines from Dale et al. (2021) across all062

three datasets, as measured through both automatic063

and human evaluation. Our work shows the effec-064

tiveness of combining controllable generation with065

text rewriting methods for text detoxification.2066

2 Background: Text Detoxification067

Text detoxification is a form of stylistic rewrit-068

ing (Hu et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2017; Jhamtani069

et al., 2017) with the goal to produce a non-toxic070

rewrite given a toxic input sentence. This task is071

challenging, as it requires both detoxification and072

preservation of non-toxic meaning, in contrast to073

controllable text generation, which aims to simply074

generate any non-toxic continuation for a prompt075

(Prabhumoye et al., 2020; Gehman et al., 2020).076

Due to a lack of supervision with parallel data,077

an often effective approach to stylistic rewriting078

relies on unsupervised masking-and-reconstructing079

approaches (Li et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019; Malmi080

et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2020). In this paradigm,081

source style-specific tokens/spans in the input text082

are detected and masked, then filled in with to-083

kens/spans from the target-style using a masked lan-084

guage model. Other work has framed detoxification085

as a translation or paraphrasing task, using a classi-086

fier to steer away from toxic content (Nogueira dos087

Santos et al., 2018; Dale et al., 2021).088

3 Text Detoxification with MARCO089

MARCO is an unsupervised approach to text detox-090

ification, consisting of two discrete steps: masking091

and then replacing tokens, assisted by the context092

of the entire sequence. Though inspired by DEX-093

PERTS (Liu et al., 2021), our novelty is two-fold:094

first, we tackle a more challenging task, unsuper-095

vised revision, instead of style-controlled genera-096

tion, and second, we propose a detect and rewrite097

2We will release our code and data at anonymous.com.

pipeline, in contrast to simple word-distribution 098

steering during autoregressive generation. 099

Expert and Anti-Expert LMs Our method for 100

unsupervised controlled revision is based on de- 101

noising autoencoder LMs (AE-LMs), which are 102

trained to mask and reconstruct sequences of text. 103

Our setup consists of a base pretrained AE-LM G, 104

an expert AE-LM G+ finetuned on data with de- 105

sirable attributes, and an anti-expert AE-LM G− 106

finetuned on data with undesirable attributes. 107

We use BART-base (Lewis et al., 2020) as our 108

base autoencoder. We finetune the expert and anti- 109

expert using 1M non-toxic and 100K overtly toxic 110

comments from the Jigsaw corpus (Do, 2019), as 111

done in Liu et al. (2021) and Dale et al. (2021). 112

BART can infill multiple or no tokens even if only 113

one token is masked, allowing for more flexible 114

mask infilling. See Appendix A for training details. 115

3.1 Contextual Masking 116

We first identify locations which could convey 117

toxic meaning; intuitively, these could be words 118

or phrases with strongly differing likelihoods under 119

the expert and anti-expert. 120

Formally, given a sequence w, for every token 121

wi ∈ w, we temporarily mask it and generate prob- 122

ability distributions over the vocabulary V for that 123

location from G+ and G−, which we denote P+ 124

and P− respectively. Then, we compute the dis- 125

tance di between P+ and P− using the Jensen- 126

Shannon divergence, a symmetric form of the Kull- 127

back–Leibler (KL) divergence:3 128

di =
1

2

(
DKL(P

+∥P−)
)
+

1

2

(
DKL(P

−∥P+)
)

129

After normalizing all distances by the mean, we 130

mask all wi whose distance di is above a threshold 131

τ and denote the resulting sequence wm; these 132

masked tokens are locations where toxicity may be 133

present due to expert and anti-expert disagreement. 134

3.2 Contextual Replacing 135

After masking potentially toxic locations, MARCO 136

then replaces them with more benign tokens – if 137

they are indeed toxic – to autoregressively produce 138

a rewrite g given the original and masked sentences 139

w and wm. We transform the DEXPERTS (Liu 140

et al., 2021) framework, which leverages a PoE 141

to steer a model away from toxic generations by 142

ensembling token probabilities, to enable rewriting 143

by using AE-LMs. 144

3Given probability distributions A and B, the KL diver-
gence is defined as DKL(A∥B) =

∑
x∈V

A(x) log
(

A(x)
B(x)

)
2
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Validation Test

Method Toxicity (↓) BERTScore (↑) Fluency (↓) Toxicity (↓) BERTScore (↑) Fluency (↓)

MAgr

Original 0.286 – 80.54 0.272 – 103.69
CondBERT 0.161 0.966 114.27 0.148 0.964 130.96
ParaGeDi 0.162 0.931 140.86 0.172 0.929 148.43
MARCO 0.145 0.958 61.37 0.141 0.954 52.63

SBF

Original 0.351 – 268.53 0.344 – 123.21
CondBERT 0.202 0.961 98.11 0.190 0.961 169.52
ParaGeDi 0.186 0.921 131.76 0.192 0.923 118.71
MARCO 0.176 0.947 71.80 0.186 0.946 58.67

Dyna
Hate

Original 0.563 – 426.07 0.578 – 318.26
CondBERT 0.288 0.954 259.33 0.293 0.950 269.06
ParaGeDi 0.332 0.918 385.15 0.323 0.912 256.64
MARCO 0.274 0.939 146.01 0.277 0.936 171.85

Table 1: Automatic evaluations on detoxified generations on MAgr, SBF, and DynaHate for MARCO, ParaGeDi
and CondBERT across all datasets and splits, MARCO achieves the lowest toxicity, best fluency, and second-best
BERTScore, while CondBERT achieves the highest BERTScore. Bold indicates the best metric, and underline
indicates the second-best metric in each column for each dataset.

We obtain the next-token unnormalized log-145

probabilities (i.e., logits) zi, z+i , and z−i from the146

base and expert AE-LMs G, G+, and G−, respec-147

tively, conditioned on the previously generated to-148

kens g<i, the original sequence w, and the masked149

variant wm. We then ensemble those logits into a150

modified next-token probability distribution:4151

P (Xi| g<i,w,wm) = softmax(zi + α1z
+
i − α2z

−
i )152

where we use two hyperparameters α1 and α2 to153

independently control the impact of the expert and154

anti-expert for more flexibility.155

In our method, the expert and anti-expert use156

the masked sequence wm as their input, while the157

base model uses the unmasked w. Intuitively, the158

base model tries to replicate the input sequence but159

is steered by an expert and anti-expert with con-160

trasting probability distributions at the masked loca-161

tions. This enables rewrites with minimal but mean-162

ingful edits on toxic tokens and preservation of163

non-toxic content. Note that for a masked location,164

when there is high agreement between the base165

model and the expert, the original token is most166

likely non-toxic and will be re-added in the rewrite.167

Alternatively, if the differences between the expert168

and anti-expert are not enough to sway the base169

model, the original token will be re-generated.170

4 Detoxification Experiments & Results171

In our experiments, we focus on rewriting sen-172

tences from three toxicity datasets, and use both173

automatic and human evaluations to measure174

MARCO’s performance at detoxifying text.175

4Appendix E gives further intuition into understanding this
equation as a PoE

4.1 Datasets 176

We seek to rewrite English sentences that are al- 177

ready known to be or annotated as toxic, especially 178

sentences that contain more subtle or implicit bi- 179

ases (e.g., without swearwords). In contrast to the 180

Jigsaw corpus used to finetune our experts, we use 181

three out-of-domain datasets with subtle toxicity: 182

Microagressions.com (MAgr) is a publicly avail- 183

able Tumblr blog where users can anonymously 184

post about socially-biased interactions and utter- 185

ances in the wild. Each post includes an offend- 186

ing quote and/or a description of the incident. We 187

scrape all quotes, resulting in a set of real-world 188

microagression utterances. The validation and test 189

set sizes are 238 and 298 respectively. 190

Social Bias Frames (SBF; Sap et al., 2020) is 191

a corpus of socially biased and offensive content 192

from various online sources. We use a subset of 193

SBF from the microaggressions subreddit,5 which 194

contains subtly biased content (Breitfeller et al., 195

2019). We use all posts where the majority of anno- 196

tators marked the text as offensive. The validation 197

and test set sizes are 92 and 114 respectively. 198

DynaHate (Vidgen et al., 2021) is an adversar- 199

ially collected set of hate speech, where human 200

annotators create examples that an iteratively im- 201

proved hate-speech classifier cannot detect. We 202

utilize all four rounds of hate-speech data and use 203

all examples marked as hateful. The validation and 204

test set sizes are 1858 and 2011 respectively. 205

5A subreddit is a topic-focused community on Reddit
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Figure 2: Head-to-head human evaluations on toxicity
for MARCO vs CondBERT and MARCO vs ParaGeDi
across all datasets and splits. MARCO has less-toxic
generations head-to-head against both baselines, most
notably on the subtle toxicity datasets (MAgr and SBF).

4.2 Baselines206

We compare MARCO to the two baseline ap-207

proaches from Dale et al. (2021), which have208

shown state-of-the-art detoxification performance.209

See Appendix B for generation details.210

ParaGeDi utilizes a class-conditioned language211

model (using control codes for toxic and non-toxic212

styles) on top of a paraphrasing language model to213

steer generated text towards a specific attribute.214

CondBERT follows a pointwise editing setup,215

first identifying tokens to mask in the input, then216

using a mask-filling model to replace them. In con-217

trast to MARCO, CondBERT uses a lexicon-based218

approach to masking words by using weights from219

a whole-word, toxic language logistic classifier.220

4.3 Evaluation Setup221

We perform automatic and human evaluations, fol-222

lowing previous work.223

Automatic Metrics We assess the quality of the224

models’ rewrites with automatic metrics used in225

previous work (Liu et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2020).226

We report the average toxicity score of rewrites us-227

ing the PerspectiveAPI.6 Additionally, we measure228

fluency of rewrites by computing their perplexity229

with an external LM (GPT-2 base; Radford et al.,230

2019), and meaning similarity between the input231

and the rewrite using BERTScore (Zhang et al.,232

2019). See Appendix B.3 for further details.233

Human Evaluation We conduct a head-to-head234

human evaluation (Kiritchenko and Mohammad,235

2017) of the toxicity of the rewrites using Amazon236

6www.perspectiveapi.org, accessed 06-2022.

Original ...because ain’t nobody got time to pick all that cotton.

CondBERT ... because ain’t nobody got time to pick all that cotton.
ParaGeDi Because nobody has time to pick up all the cotton.
MARCO: ...because ain’t nobody got time to pick all that up.

Table 2: Different rewriting methods on a toxic example
from SBF (containing a racist slavery reference to cotton
picking). MARCO detects and masks “cotton” as a
toxicity indicator, which baselines fail to rewrite.

Mechanical Turk. For each dataset’s validation and 237

test sets, we sample 75 prompts each, then compare 238

each pair of MARCO, ParaGeDi and CondBERT’s 239

generations against each other and ask which one 240

is less toxic. We use three workers per rewrite pair. 241

See Appendix D for details (e.g., MTurk interface). 242

4.4 Results 243

Automatic metrics (Table 1) show that MARCO 244

is better at detoxification than baselines across all 245

datasets and splits by 10.3% on average. Human 246

evaluations corroborate this (Figure 2), as MARCO 247

is on average rated as less toxic than CondBERT 248

2.2 times more often than vice versa across datasets 249

and splits, and 1.9 times more often vs. ParaGeDi. 250

In terms of meaning preservation, as measured by 251

BERTScore, MARCO is on par with CondBERT, 252

with an average score within 2.5% across datasets. 253

In addition, compared to DynaHate, MARCO’s 254

margin of winning is even larger on MAgr and SBF, 255

which contain more subtle toxicity. As an example, 256

in Table 2, the subtle reference to cotton picking 257

and slavery is corrected by MARCO by replacing 258

“cotton” with “up”; in contrast, both baselines fail 259

to revise the toxic content.7 Since all three meth- 260

ods learned toxicity using the same overt data from 261

Jigsaw but MARCO works especially well on sub- 262

tle toxicity, this highlights the advantages of using 263

LMs to better model toxicity patterns. 264

5 Conclusion 265

We present MARCO, a novel method for text detox- 266

ification, which utilizes auto-encoder language 267

model experts in a mask and reconstruct process. 268

Our method outperforms strong baselines in au- 269

tomatic and human evaluations, showing strong 270

ability to detoxify even subtle biases. MARCO’s 271

success demonstrates the effectiveness of control- 272

lable generation mixed with text rewriting methods 273

for controllable revision, and highlights the useful- 274

ness of using LMs for capturing toxicity. 275

7Appendix C contains more example generations.
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Limitations, Ethical Considerations, and276

Broader Impacts277

Despite the promising performance of MARCO278

at detoxifying text, there are several limitations,279

ethical considerations, and broader impacts of our280

approach, which we list below.281

First, in this work, we seek to detoxify sentences.282

However, toxicity itself is a subjective and sensi-283

tive concept with large potential downstream im-284

pacts caused by annotator and subsequent model285

biases (Sap et al., 2022). We somewhat mitigate286

this variation by selecting human evaluators that287

scored highly on a toxicity qualification task (see288

Appendix D), in line with a prescriptive paradigm289

of toxicity annotation (Rottger et al., 2022). Future290

work could investigate the effect of demographics291

on preference for different rewriting algorithms,292

e.g., in a more descriptive paradigm.293

In addition, achieving meaningful seman-294

tic preservation in detoxification is challenging.295

Specifically, it is difficult to disentangle the toxic296

and non-toxic meanings from the input, making297

it challenging to generate detoxified rewrites with298

high preservation of only the non-toxic content.299

Partially, this could be due to a lack of context300

incorporation (social, conversational, preceding301

sentences); future work should consider adapting302

detoxification methods in context.303

MARCO also requires finetuning two pretrained304

LMs, which is not computationally insignificant305

(Strubell et al., 2019; Schwartz et al., 2020). Future306

work could explore using smaller LMs to control307

a larger model (Liu et al., 2021), or even more308

lightweight approaches.309

Additionally, we acknowledge that in the evalu-310

ation, we expose Turkers to toxic content, which311

might harm individuals, especially those with iden-312

tities that the offensive content applies to (Roberts,313

2017; Steiger et al., 2021). However, we pay a314

fair wage (US$8/h) and our work is approved by315

our institution’s ethics review board (IRB). See316

Appendix D for further details.317

Another major ethical implication of our work is318

that, following previous work, we use the Perspec-319

tive API to automatically assess toxicity, a classi-320

fier which contains documented biases (e.g., demo-321

graphic biases and racial biases; Dixon et al., 2018;322

Sap et al., 2019). Future research could consider323

different, more holistic views of toxicity and biases324

(e.g., Sap et al., 2020).325

Finally, although our application in this paper326

is detoxification, we acknowledge that MARCO 327

could be applied for the opposite purpose, ie., gen- 328

eration of toxic text from non-toxic text; this is 329

a malicious application which we condemn. Al- 330

though this issue is more prevalent for controlled 331

generation methods (McGuffie and Newhouse, 332

2020), this is still a risk MARCO faces. In a similar 333

vein, we do not endorse using the toxicity or mi- 334

croaggression datasets to develop models to gener- 335

ate more toxicity or microaggressions, as this may 336

incur harm, especially to marginalized/vulnerable 337

populations. 338
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A.1 Out-of-the-Box Modeling 577

We use the HuggingFace Transformers library 578

(Wolf et al., 2020) version 4.10.2 for out-of-the- 579

box, pretrained BART models and for finetuning 580

using the Trainer class. It is licensed under the 581

Apache License 2.0., and the code is available at 582

https://github.com/huggingface/transformers. 583

A.2 Finetuning the Experts 584

For the expert and anti-expert models, we further 585

finetune the base BART model with 139M parame- 586

ters, found at https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart- 587

base and licensed under the Apache License 2.0, 588

with the non-toxic and toxic corpus respectively. 589

We use the same pretraining procedure used to fur- 590

ther fintune BART (Lewis et al., 2020), and ran- 591

domly corrupt sequences during training, which 592

aligns with BART’s intended use. 593

Training Corpus We use the Jigsaw Unintended 594

Bias in Toxicity Classification (Do, 2019) dataset 595

for finetuning our expert and antiexpert, a corpus of 596

forum comments on news articles. Each comment 597

has five binary annotations on if it is toxic or not. 598

We mark all sequences with no toxic annotations as 599

non-toxic, and all sequences with more than 50% 600
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toxic annotations as toxic. The intended use of601

this dataset is to help minimize unintended model602

bias, which we follow in this work. Finally, we603

sample 100 instances from the validation set, and604

find the only individuals mentioned in Jigsaw are605

high-profile political figures who are already well-606

known. We do not perform additional anonymiza-607

tion of the data.608

Expert We finetune the expert with the hyper-609

parameters listed in Table 3, using two NVIDIA610

RTX6000 GPUs. We select the best checkpoint,611

based on the lowest evaluation loss, which is at step612

100,000. The total training time is 20 hours, for 40613

GPU hours of usage.614

Hyperparameter Assignment

model BART-base
number of gpus 2
effective batch size 48
total steps 100,000
steps per evaluation 1000
learning rate optimizer AdamW
AdamW initial learning rate 2.5e-06
AdamW epsilon 1e-06
learning rate schedule linear with no warmup
weight decay 0.0
max sequence length 180
max generation length 230
padding sequences to max seq length

Table 3: Hyperparameters used to finetune the expert
model

Anti-Expert We finetune the anti-expert with the615

hyperparameters listed in Table 4, using a single616

NVIDIA RTX6000 GPU. We select the best check-617

point, based on the lowest evaluation loss, which618

is at step 38,000. The total training time is 2 hours,619

for 2 GPU hours of usage.620

Hyperparameter Assignment

model BART-base
number of gpus 1
effective batch size 32
total steps 50,000
steps per evaluation 1000
learning rate optimizer AdamW
AdamW initial learning rate 1e-06
AdamW epsilon 1e-06
learning rate schedule linear with no warmup
weight decay 0.0
max sequence length 180
max generation length 230
padding sequences to max seq length

Table 4: Hyperparameters used to finetune the anti-
expert model

B Experimental Details 621

B.1 Datasets 622

For each dataset, we manually sample and review 623

75 examples from the validation set, and search for 624

any information that names or uniquely identifies 625

individual people. We find no examples and per- 626

form no further anonymization. In addition, we 627

follow the intended use of all three datasets by us- 628

ing them only to rewrite toxic sentences. 629

We also preprocess each of the datasets in the 630

same way. We use the re package built-in to 631

Python (we use version 3.8.11) to remove any ex- 632

tended white space, including tabs and line breaks, 633

and convert them to one space. We use the html 634

package, also built-in to our Python version, to 635

convert named html character references to their 636

corresponding string, such as “&gt;” to ‘’>”. Af- 637

terwards, we use the ftfy package, version 6.1.1, 638

found at https://pypi.org/project/ftfy/ to fix broken 639

unicode in text. Finally, we remove any very long 640

sequences: we calculate the 90% percentile of text 641

lengths to be 44, where text length is the number 642

of space-delimited words, and we remove any se- 643

quences longer than this. 644

MAgr We scrape all quotes from posts using the 645

Tumblr API, following the API License Agreement 646

at https://www.tumblr.com/docs/en/api_agreement, 647

which grants the right to use, distribute, display, 648

and modify posted Tumblr content. 649

SBF There is no license for this dataset. 650

DynaHate There is no license for this dataset. 651

B.2 Generation Details 652

Generations are performed using a single NVIDIA 653

RTX6000 GPU for all datasets and methods. 654

MARCO 655

Masking Hyperparameters We set a masking 656

threshold of τ = 1.2 for all experiments. 657

Generation Hyperparameters We generate 658

with greedy search for all datasets with a max gen- 659

eration length of 128. 660

MAgr We perform a search jointly over dif- 661

ferent hyperparameter values on the development 662

set. We choose the hyperparameter combination 663

that performs best on automatic metrics, shown in 664

Table 5, and use this to generate on the test set. 665
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Hyperparameter Tested Assignment

repetition penalty [1.0, 1.2, 1.5] 1.0
α1 [0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5] 1.5
α2 [3.0, 3.25, ..., 5.0] 4.25
temperature (base model) [0.9, 1.3, ..., 2.9] 2.5

Table 5: Hyperparameters tested and used for MARCO
on MAgr

In total, we sweep over 3 × 4 × 9 × 6 = 648666

hyperparameter combinations before choosing a667

best set to run on our test set. Including this search,668

we perform approximately 150,000 rewrites. Since669

100 generations take about 30 seconds, we use ap-670

proximately 12.5 GPU hours.671

SBF We perform a search jointly over different672

hyperparameter values on the development set. We673

choose the hyperparameter combination that per-674

forms best on automatic metrics, shown in Table 6,675

and use this to generate on the test set.

Hyperparameter Tested Assignment

repetition penalty [1.0, 1.2, 1.5] 1.5
α1 [0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5] 1.5
α2 [3.0, 3.25, ..., 5.0] 5.0
temperature (base model) [0.9, 1.3, ..., 2.9] 2.9

Table 6: Hyperparameters tested and used for MARCO
on SBF

676
As above, we go over 648 hyperparameter com-677

binations before choosing a best set to run on our678

test set. In total, we rewrite approximately 65,000679

sequences. Since 100 generations take about 30680

seconds, we use approximately 5.4 GPU hours.681

DynaHate We perform a search jointly over682

different hyperparameter values on the develop-683

ment set. We choose the hyperparameter combina-684

tion that performs best on automatic metrics, shown685

in Table 7, and use this to generate on the test set.686

Hyperparameter Tested Assignment

repetition penalty [1.0, 1.2, 1.5] 1.0
α1 [0.5, 1.0, 1.5] 1.5
α2 [4.0, 4.25, ..., 5.0] 4.75
temperature (base model) [0.9, 1.7, 2.5] 2.5

Table 7: Hyperparameters tested and used for MARCO
on DynaHate

We iterate over a smaller 3× 3× 5× 3 = 135687

hyperparameter combinations, due to dataset size,688

before choosing a final set to use on our test set.689

In total, we rewrite approximately 240,000 texts.690

Since 100 generations take about 30 seconds, we691

use approximately 20 GPU hours.692

Baselines Both of our baselines are available 693

on https://github.com/s-nlp/detox as Jupyter Note- 694

books. We adapt them to Python files, runnable via 695

the command line. There is no license available. 696

CondBERT We perform a brief hyperparame- 697

ter search and try two different values for the Cond- 698

BERT “number of substitute words” hyperparam- 699

eter on each validation dataset. We choose the 700

hyperparameter that performs best on automatic 701

metrics, given in Table 8, and use this to generate 702

on the test sets. See Dale et al. (2021) for a detailed 703

description of the hyperparameter. 704

Hyperparameter Tested Assignment

number of substitute words 1,10 1

Table 8: Hyperparameters tested and used for Cond-
BERT

Including our hyperparameter search, we run ap- 705

proximately 7000 rewrites across all datasets and 706

splits. Given that 100 generations take approxi- 707

mately 30 seconds, our usage is 0.6 GPU hours. 708

CondBERT uses BERT-base, which includes 709

110M parameters. 710

ParaGeDi We use greedy decoding for Par- 711

aGeDi and use the same hyperparameters as 712

MARCO for each dataset, for fair comparison. Ta- 713

ble 9 lists the sole ParaGedi-specific hyperparam- 714

eter we modify: we do not generate and rerank 715

multiple sequences for fairness. 716

Hyperparameter Assignment

generate multiple seqs and rerank false

Table 9: Hyperparameters used for ParaGeDi

We perform approximately 5000 rewrites across 717

all datasets and splits. Given that 100 generations 718

take approximately one minute, our usage is 0.8 719

GPU hours. 720

ParaGedi uses T5-base as a paraphrasing model, 721

with 220M parameters, in conjunction with a fine- 722

tuned GPT2-medium discriminator, with 355M pa- 723

rameters. 724

B.3 Evaluation Metrics 725

Toxicity To evaluate toxicity, we use the Per- 726

spective API, a publicly hosted toxicity classi- 727

fier trained on the Jigsaw corpus. Given a text, 728

the model outputs a scalar toxicity score between 729
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0 and 1 inclusive. The model, which is lo-730

cated at https://www.perspectiveapi.com/, is con-731

tinually updated and may change output over732

time. We query it in June, 2022, following733

the API Terms of Service and intended use at734

https://developers.google.com/terms/.735

Fluency We assess fluency by calculating the736

perplexity of a text with an external, pretrained737

language model. We use GPT2-base (Radford et al.,738

2019), found at https://huggingface.co/gpt2, with739

117M parameters, and use it under the MIT license740

and its intended use.741

We run this metric with a single NVIDIA742

RTX6000 GPU, which takes approximately 5 sec-743

onds per 100 examples. With an estimate of744

450,000 texts processed, our usage for this met-745

ric is 6.3 GPU hours.746

Meaning Preservation We use BERTScore747

(Zhang et al., 2019), which outputs the co-748

sine distance between model sentence embed-749

dings, to measure the meaning similarity between750

the original sentence and the rewrite. We use751

RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019) as our model,752

which has 354M parameters. We use the code753

located at https://huggingface.co/spaces/evaluate-754

metric/bertscore under the MIT License and its755

intended use.756

We run this evaluation with a single NVIDIA757

RTX6000 GPU, which takes approximately 15758

seconds per 100 examples. With an estimate of759

450,000 texts processed, our usage for this metric760

is 18.7 GPU hours.761

B.4 Total Computational Budget762

Summing up our computational usage from the763

above sections, including finetuning the experts,764

our total computational budget is 106.1 GPU hours.765

C Example Rewrites766

Table 10 shows example generations from each767

method across all three datasets.768

D Human Evaluation Details769

We use annotators from the USA and Canada on770

Amazon Mechanical Turk, who voluntarily opt-in771

to the task. Our task was approved by our institu-772

tion’s ethics review board (IRB). A screenshot of773

our interface for the human evaluation is shown in774

Figure 3. Our interface describes how the annota-775

tors’ data will be used.776

To gather annotations, we first recruit workers 777

to do a qualification task, where annotators must 778

answer six questions on which rewrite from a pair is 779

less toxic, the same question as in our main human 780

evaluation. The interface for this is the same as our 781

main task shown in Figure 3, but with six sentences 782

instead of one. Annotators who answer at least five 783

out of six questions correctly are approved and can 784

work on the main task. We list the six examples 785

and correct answers in Table 11. 786

We paid a median wage of $8/h for the qualifi- 787

cation and the main task, which is above the mini- 788

mum wage and a fair value for USA and Canada. 789

E Decoding with Product of Experts 790

Hinton (2002) introduce the Product of Experts 791

(PoE), an equation that states given n experts: 792

p(d|θ1, ..., θn) =
∏

m pm(d|θm)∑
c

∏
m pm(c|θm)

(1) 793

where θm denotes model m, d is some data vector, 794

pm(d|θm) denotes the probability of d given θn, 795

and c iterates over all possible data vectors. 796

Applying the PoE to autoregressive genera- 797

tion equation, d represents a single token, where 798

pm(d|θm) represents the next token-probability of 799

d under a specific model, and c iterates over all 800

tokens in the vocabulary V . 801

Given a vector x, the softmax equation is: 802

softmax(xi) =
exi∑K
j=1 e

xj
for i = 1, 2, . . . ,K 803

In the replacing step of MARCO, we perform the 804

following ensembling of log unnormalized log- 805

probabilities (i.e., logits) zi, z+i , and z−i from the 806

base and expert AE-LMs G, G+, and G−, respec- 807

tively, conditioned on the previously generated to- 808

kens g<i, the original sequence w, and the masked 809

variant wm to obtain the next-token probability: 810

P (Xi| g<i,w,wm) = softmax(zi + α1z
+
i − α2z

−
i ) 811

Consider a single index j corresponding to token 812

Vj in the softmax output. Given that each of zi, z+i , 813

and z−i are log-space probability vectors over V , 814

the exponentiation of zi+α1z
+
i −α2z

−
i in the soft- 815

max equation converts this sum back to a product 816

in probability space, which matches the PoE nu- 817

merator for Vj . In addition, the denominator in the 818

softmax equation transforms the logit sum exactly 819

to the PoE denominator for Vj . Thus, each proba- 820

bility from the output distribution from MARCO 821

exactly matches Equation 1 and is thus a PoE. 822
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MAgr

Original ugh exams suck :’( #thisisgayerthanaids
CondBERT ’the final exams in english language:’ (# thisisgayerthanaids
ParaGeDi ugh exams - ’(#thisisgayerthanaids
MARCO: ugh exams suck :’(

Original Your brother is such a girl!
CondBERT my older brother is such a lucky one!
ParaGeDi the brother’s great!
MARCO: Your brother is such a great guy!

Original Ugh, I hate living here. There’s so many black people around.
CondBERT "well, i could be living here. there’s so many other nice people around.
ParaGeDi I’ve been living here for a long time.
MARCO: Ugh, I hate living here. There’s so many people around.

SBF

Original What’s the difference? All these Orientals are the same.
CondBERT what’s the difference? all these orientals are the same.
ParaGeDi all Orientals have the same.
MARCO: What’s the difference? All of these things are the same.

Original no fats no fems
CondBERT no demons, no demons.
ParaGeDi No fatty, no fats
MARCO: no fats no additives

Original ...because ain’t nobody got time to pick all that cotton.
CondBERT ... because ain’t nobody got time to pick all that cotton.
ParaGeDi Because nobody has time to pick up all the cotton.
MARCO: ...because ain’t nobody got time to pick all that up.

DynaHate

Original I wouldn’t eat food that has been touched by a mong
CondBERT i wouldn’t be eating food that has been touched by a mong
ParaGeDi I would not eat food touched by a monk.
MARCO: I wouldn’t eat food that has been touched by a human being.

Original I just don’t like gays and that is my choice
CondBERT i just don’t like them, and that is my choice
ParaGeDi I just don’t like the Gays.
MARCO: I just don’t like the idea and that is my choice

Original It is totally valid to say that black people are inferior
CondBERT it is totally valid to say that many of these people are inferior
ParaGeDi it’s entirely true that the Black is a minority
MARCO: It is totally fair to say that some people are wrong.

Table 10: Examples of rewrites from each method on all datasets’ validation sets
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Task
Sentences:

 

Q1: Which of these rewrites is less toxic?
If one of the completions is empty, select the non-empty one as less toxic.

  A – Miss, maybe you should let the men deal with the construction.

  B – You should help them deal with the problem.

  equal – equally toxic or non-toxic
 

Instructions

Decide which of the sentences best answers each question based on toxicity.

Participation restriction: providers/turkers for this task cannot currently be employed by or a student at the University of Washington.

Full Instructions     (Expand/Collapse)

Instructions
Thank you for participating in this survey! We have tasked you with selecting the rewritten text from our AI system on the
basis of toxicity compared to some original text. We feed an original sentence into an AI model and it tries to rewrite the
text such that it is less toxic/offensive while retaining as much meaning as possible. Please use your best judgment in
answering these survey questions. Note that some of this content may be difficult to read due to its toxic nature.

 

Given two generated rewrites as options for each prompt, please answer the questions below as defined on the following
category:

Toxicity
 A sentence is toxic if it is rude, disrespectful, or unreasonable, and more likely to make you leave a discussion or

give up on sharing your perspective.

Please note:
While we provide the option to rate the two rewrites as "equal" with respect to each category, please only choose
this option when there is truly no meaningful comparison to be made.

 

Background
We want to better understand the effectiveness of various
rewriting methods by AI systems that can remove or
reduce offensive/toxic content from text. The following
rewrites you see will compare the outputs of different
methods, so that we can understand the impact and
limitations of each one. As stated in the instructions,
some of this content may be very difficult to read, but
hopefully you can help us in our mission to mitigate this
phenomena in the real world!
 

original sentence:

Maybe you should let the real men deal with this problem, sweetie.

Rewrite A:

Miss, maybe you should let the men deal with the construction.

Rewrite B:

You should help them deal with the problem.

Figure 3: A screenshot of the human evaluation interface on Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Original i think if people don’t succeed in this society, it’s because they didn’t work hard enough.
Rewrite A if people don’t succeed in this society, it’s because they didn’t work enough.
Rewrite B i think if people don’t succeed in this society, it’s because they didn’t get lucky enough.

Original why can’t we interview you? we’re trying to do something for your people.
Rewrite A why can’t we do something for you? we’re trying to do something for you.
Rewrite B we’re trying to do something for your people.

Original i don’t get it why are pregnant women working
Rewrite A i don’t get it why are you not?
Rewrite B i don’t understand why pregnant women work.

Original hey honey, you’re going the wrong direction, the border’s that way!
Rewrite A hmm... hey, honey, it’s going the wrong way, the border’s that way!
Rewrite B hey, you’re going the wrong direction, the one that is!

Original When I look at you, I don’t see color
Rewrite A I don’t see color when I look at you.
Rewrite B When I look at you, I get distracted.

Original You’ve been doing well. It’s so inspiring that you’ve overcome your disability!
Rewrite A You’ve been doing decently. It’s so exciting!
Rewrite B You’ve been doing well with your disability. It’s so inspiring!

Table 11: The six rewrite examples used in the detoxification qualification task for workers on MTurk. The less
toxic, correct rewrites are listed in green.
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